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    To my mother and father, and  
  In memory of Loren V. Erie      
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   Zhengjiao bu zhengquan . 
 (Contend for the teaching, do not contend for power.) 

 A Hui saying    
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xvii

    A NOTE ON L ANGUAGE     

  I have endeavored to minimize foreign terms. However, because much of 
the work of making sense of Islamic law in Chinese society among Hui 
requires translation, this book necessarily tracks several concepts across 
languages (Arabic or Persian, Chinese, and English). Where foreign lan-
guage terms or phrases are of particular salience to the text, I gloss them 
in English, although I do not gloss a few key terms, such as  minjian , in 
order to retain some of the term’s texture. Chinese terms are rendered 
in pinyin with the exception of a handful of Taiwanese names and such 
pre-PRC figures as Chiang Kai-shek and Sun Yat-sen, which I render in 
Wade-Giles. Where two different Chinese words have the same pinyin, 
I provide the Chinese characters to distinguish. I have provided the 
names of laws and regulations in pinyin after the English translation. For 
Arabic terms, I have followed the transliteration system of the  International 
Journal of Middle East Studies  (“IJMES style”). Pursuant to the IJMES style, 
I use half-rings for  ʿayn  (e.g., shari ʿa) and hamza (e.g., Qurʾan) and  –ay  and 
 –aw  endings for diphthongs. For Chinese names within the text and in 
the Chinese language reference list, following standard Chinese usage, 
I begin with the family name and then provide the given name (e.g., “Ma 
Laichi” in text or “Ma, Laichi” in the reference list). For Arabic names 
in the reference list that begin with “al-” I alphabetize them according to 
the first letter after “al-.” When citing works in foreign languages, I have 
retained the original spelling of and capitalization in foreign language 
titles pursuant to the preference of the author. For interview material, 
I have attempted to minimize transliterations, but I have included the pin-
yin for Chinese and used IJMES style for Modern Standard Arabic where 
applicable. In transliterating terms from the local dialect of Bafanghua, 
which includes Chinese and Arabic as well as other languages, in accord-
ance with Hui phonetics, I have modified pinyin for terms that diverge 
from the Chinese or Arabic original languages (e.g.,  bei homo  for the 
Chinese  bai maozi  [“white cap”] and  nietie  for the Arabic  niyya  [“intent”]). 
Following the main text is a multilanguage glossary, which includes both 
the Chinese and Arabic scripts for relevant words.     
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